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Over three and one half years after coming to power, President Violeta Chamorro's administration
is still struggling to revive Nicaragua's troubled economy, shattered by a decade of armed conflict
and a US trade embargo in the 1980s. Although the government has succeeded in keeping consumer
price inflation under control, hopes for post-war economic recovery have been dashed for the third
year in a row. With poverty and unemployment figures at record levels, many analysts fear the
country may be dangerously close to a social explosion.
Despite optimistic economic forecasts in early 1993 of 3% to 4% GDP growth, on Jan. 3 the Central
Bank reported that the GDP fell by 0.7% last year. In 1992, the GDP had grown by 0.4%, up from
a 0.5% decline in 1991. According to Central Bank president Jose Evenor Taboada, the overall
decline in economic activity was largely a result of the disappointing 1992-1993 agricultural cycle,
which he described as the country's worst in 28 years. The drop in farm output was attributed to
a combination of ongoing armed rebel activity in the north, conflicts over property rights, and
insufficient government financing for farmers.
For 1994, the government is once again projecting a 4% GDP growth rate, based on expectations of
a rapid expansion in areas such as mining, tourism, construction, and fish farming. The government
has also said it plans to revamp credit policies with a view toward providing production supports to
a large number of small-scale farmers. Meanwhile, the combination of slow job growth, continued
public sector layoffs, and rapid population growth have pushed the combined under- and unemployment rate up to an alarming 71.3% of the economically active population, an increase of 6%
over the figure from a year ago. Moreover, the majority of the unemployed have now been without
jobs for over three years, fueling fear that a social crisis may be imminent.
According to the Central Bank, the economically active population totals 1.4 million persons, of
whom 275,000 have no work whatsoever, while 707,000 earn a modest income in the informal
sector. A total of 68,120 individuals joined the labor force in 1993, far outpacing the economy's job
creation potential. During 1993, the government planned to create 157,000 temporary jobs through
the Emergency Social Investment Fund (Fondo de Inversion Social de Emergencia, FISE). But due
to financing problems in the FISE in part the result of unfulfilled foreign aid commitments as of
October 1993, only 49,000 temporary jobs had been created.
The extent of this prolonged economic crisis has given new impetus to calls by the opposition
Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) for a national dialogue aimed at securing the support
of the country's most important social, political, and economic sectors to modify the government's
economic plan. FSLN leaders say such talks would seek to build a national consensus on measures
designed to revive production and to provide relief to those hardest hit by economic restructuring.
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